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Former filmmaker builds
“art rivers”
Gavin to build river sculptures at de Young Museum, San Francisco School
and downtown Oakland over 6 months.
For artist Gregory Gavin, 2006 is shaping up to be a banner year for building rivers. Gavin and his
emerging “Riveropolis” production company may be the world’s most accomplished builder of portable,
interactive miniature “art rivers”. Then again, Gavin may be the only person in the world doing what he
does. By combining his passion for creeks, child-like miniature landscapes, a commitment to
collaborating with both children and adults in the same project and a hard fought expertise at precisely
controlling water, he has essentially invented a new art form. As idiosyncratic as Gavin’s artwork
sounds, his “art rivers” often strike those who encounter them as oddly familiar and inviting.
To make them accessible, the miniature waterways and landscapes are built on conveniently raised
plateaus so that casual passersby cannot keep their hands out of them. That’s right, Gavin – a former
filmmaker and self-acknowledged detail-obsessed control freak – deliberately stages his often enormous
art rivers in public spaces inviting contributions from the “naïve genius” of the public. “A primary goal
of my work,” Gavin says, “is to bring public spaces to life by creating a social and creative
environment where friends or total strangers can find themselves drawn into chatting and fiddling
around with materials. Before you know it, you’ve forgotten why you were in such a hurry and you’re
building a little part of a collective world.”
While Gavin spends much of his time knee deep in pumps, hoses and sawdust – designing and building
the equipment that moves the water in his installations – his work is rooted in the social and media
theory he teaches as a part time professor at the California College of the Arts. “We are becoming a
nation divided,” he says, “in the digital age we can be more selective about filtering information we
bring into our lives, this is also making us into cultural and political islands.” A goal of Gavin’s public
art projects going back to 1991 has been attracting as wide a variety of participants as possible. He built
his first 100 foot long river project in 1997 in a little known working class San Francisco neighborhood
called Portola. How would a miniature river bring a community together? “Water is the universal
solvent, and the watershed is the most basic of ecological metaphors” explains Gavin. “Water runs
deeper than race, class, culture or age. The watering hole is where all the different animals have to
encounter each other to find sustenance,” Gavin continues, I’m sort of trying to revive the village water
well - if a “red state” person chats with a “blue state” person next to my river, I’ve done my job.”
Gavin concedes that all of this may be an elaborate rational to cover what is essentially a strategy to
avoid the isolation of the art studio have the company of strangers and friends while he creates sculpture.
Presiding as both lead artist and facilitator in his projects is both invigorating and challenging. His
projects usually take two to four weeks to complete and he reserves final say over which parts made by
the public are kept, transformed or discarded for the final exhibition of the finished work.

Experience “Riveropolis” in person when Gavin will be the artist-in-residence at the
de Young Museum from April 5 – 30. Participation hours are Wednesdays-Sundays from 1 to 5pm.
Final Reception to view the finished installation will be held Friday April 28 from 6:30-8:30PM with
Gavin giving an Artist Talk at 8:00PM. All events are free of charge.
For information about the de Young, Riveropolis summer camps for kids and Gavin’s upcoming public art project at Swan’s
Market in downtown Oakland (funded by the National Endowment for the Arts) go to . . . . www.gregorygavin.com

Artist Gregory Gavin brings his “Riveropolis” portable river and art studio into museums, parks and
shopping centers, and invites people all backgrounds and ages to participate in building ‘microlandscapes” by the water. The goal is to bring foster a unique social environment and reclaim public
space as a place for creativity and human interaction between people from divergent communities.
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